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PREFACE 
a deal of chaos and 
u •• ~, "''"'" my evaluation of the situation. 
it is wrong not to write. It is wrong to remain silent when thou-
of young Muslim men are led to self-destruction in the 
name of Islam. Even if a view I hold is wrong, it cannot be as wrong as 
those views that fly in the face of Islam stands for 
I offer these views with the 
knows best). 
Over the course of my I had 
""·""''"/'; and advance my research. For the academic 
I must thank some American institutions. Parts of this 
were a to in summer 2001 
where I was able to meet some 
school there and discuss some views with them. Another was 
the Humanities Center that same year. 
many thanks go to 
process. 
invitations from USIA 
Division of the of Con-
uv ... ~ .• ,., scholar for a semester 
1"'"""''"'*." of where I 
summer research 
va.1.ua.1L11c. For with edit-
I would like to thank 
•uc.uu-''"'' of the KARAMAH 
of Arabic 
""J"''"'"' v who voJlUnltei::red valuable time to 
very hard on 
In the process, I 
on 
<>nn"''~"""''r1 and was very well received in the 
It was one of the earliest contri-
~~···~•.•w of its if not the earliest one, an American and 
USIA wanted to me off. I wanted to meet all these Muslims from 
far away countries and cultures that I had heard about as 
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